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Silver Qualifying Expedition 
12th – 14th April 2013 

 
The Team: 

Dan Cutler, Jack Shuttleworth,  
Damian Starr and Adam Wright 

 

Our report 

 

Dan: HI and welcome to our team’s presentation for our silver qualifying expedition. 

Adam: Our project for the expedition was to test out how well our kit worked. 

Damian: To do this, we saw if the kit we and did what it should have done and we also compared our kit 

to another member of the team’s kit as well 

Jack: Tent 

The tent that we too k for the expedition was very good. It kept out all of the weather and kept us 

warm as well. It was also spacious and everyone had enough room in it. However, one problem with 

it was that the porch/entrance area was quite small and struggled to fit all of our bags in so they got 

a bit wet when it rained due to them touching the sides of the tent.  

Dan: Boots 

Everyone I the team said that their boots were comfortable and fine to walk in. They said that they 

helped to support their feet and ankles like they should do. However, Jack did say that his boots did let 

in a bit of water and were getting too small for him. 

Adam: Bags 

Everyone also said that they were pleased with how their bags performed on the expedition. They 

were pleased how the bags despite being quite heavy didn’t really slow anyone down. Also, the bags 

managed to fit in all of the kit, personal and leaving enough room for us to spread the team kit like 

the tent and the food equally between each other. 
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Damian: Trangia’s 

The trangia’s worked really well on the expedition. They were easy and simple to set up and they just 

connected to a small gas canister and we were able to cook our meals easily and well because none of 

us got food poisoning. They were also fairly east to clean and put away as well. Also, they’re really good 

for expeditions because they are lightweight and didn’t take up that much room in our bags. 

Jack: Paths 

The conditions of the paths on the walk were terrible. On the first day, the paths were all over fields and 

the moors and with the rain, they just turned to mud baths and it was difficult establishing which way 

the paths actually went. It was the same case for day two as well except as we went up onto the hills, 

there were still big piles of snow on the paths. But on day three, the route was more following tracks 

and little bits of roads which were better, but more rain had fallen so the paths were like rivers. But not 

all of the way. 

Dan: Campsites 

On the walk, we stayed at two nice campsites. But both did have their good and bad bits. The first site 

didn’t have any washing up facilities so we had to go into the bathroom in the house to get water to 

wash up compared to site two which had very good washing up and toilet facilities. However, me and 

Adam liked site one because it had a nice shower in the house where as we had to pay for one at site 2. 

Jack didn’t particularly like site 2 because it was next to a main road where some boy racers kept him up 

for an hour during the night. 

Adam: Maps 

During the walk, we managed to follow the maps quite well considering they were photocopies. Dan did 

get us lost a couple of times on the first day but we managed to navigate our way back onto the paths. 

Damian: Weather 

The weather on the walk was not that good, the only bit of sunshine that we had was at the beginning 

of day two. Day, the weather started off dull then fog started to roll in throughout the day and at the 

campsite, you couldn’t see that far in front of yourself. Like I said before, day two started off fine but 

when we started to go up onto the hills, the clouds gathered and the wind grew. It then started to rain 

as we reached the campsite and it stayed like that for the rest of the weekend but there were some 

gaps when it stopped. 

Jack: Thanks for listening to our talk and now we’ll answer any questions. 

 


